Instructions: (Use your own discretion to interpret the instructions, but don’t try to purposefully
misinterpret. Vague or ambiguous directions are likely written that way on purpose.)
• We have a troll who, true to the narrative nature of fairy stories, must live under a bridge. We
was recently evicted from his last bridge, so he isn’t in the mood to move anytime soon.
Unfortunately, he has taken up lodging under a magic bridge, the bricks of which wake up every
night and migrate to a new location and build a bridge there. Our troll is angry anyway, and in
the grandest tradition of trolls everywhere, has decided to climb up onto the bridge and beat the
magic bricks into submission.
• Read the following description about how the basic gameplay works:

• In the setup, we have dealt out the bridge, with 5, 3, 2, 2, 3, and 5 cards in the stacks going left
to right. Each card represents a dormant magic brick.
• We put the rest of the cards to the left as a draw deck.
• We flipped over the first card and placed it next to the bottom row. From now on, the bottom
row is the black row, and the top row will be the red row.
• We rolled the die and got a three, so we placed our troll (in this case a Seal Clubber shot glass)
on the third position in the bottom row.

• For the first turn, we flip over the top card on the draw deck, an 8 of hearts. This card is not

black, so we put it next to the top row.
• We roll the die and got a four, se we flip over the top card in the fourth stack of the top row.
That brick is now awake and not dormant. At the end of each turn, awakened bricks will try to
leave the bridge by moving away from the troll.

• Our troll has two actions and can move in cardinal directions (no diagonals). We spend both
actions moving to stand on the awakened brick to keep it from moving.
• Our turn is over, so any awakened bricks will try to move towards the left or right away from
the troll. We’re standing on the only awakened brick, so nothing moves.

• We draw the top card from the draw deck, a two of hearts. This card is red, so we put it next to
the top row.
• We roll the die and get a two, so we flip over the card in the second stack. That brick is now
awakened.
• For our turn, we spend one turn to jump up and down on the brick we’re standing on, making it
dormant again. We flip the card to face down.

• We spend our second action moving towards the newly awakened brick.

• Now, our turn is over, and the awakened bricks move away from the troll. In this case, only the
four of diamonds is awake, and it moves left one space.

• We flip over the card on top of the draw deck, a two of spades. This card is black and goes next
to the bottom row.
• We roll the die and get a four, so we flip over the card on top of that stack. That brick is now
awakened.

• We spend one action moving a step to the left to get nearer to the four of diamonds.

• We spend our second action to pick up the awakened four of diamonds. We can use it later.

• Now our turn is over, and the awakened cards that are free to move (aren’t being stood on or
held) move away from our troll. The eight of spades moves one space to the right.

• We flip over another card from the draw deck, a four of spades. We place it to the left of the
bottom row.

• We roll the die and get a five. Because the card on top of the fifth stack is already awakened, it
jumps straight into the air and flies away.
• Any card that successfully flees is put on the corresponding pile to the left of the stacks and
causes another die roll.
• We roll the die and get a six.

• We flip over the card on top of the sixth stack. We’re using the bottom row, because the card
that fled was the eight of spades and was placed next to the bottom row.
• We didn’t get a turn to move our troll, since a card was immediately placed into one of the
stacks to the left. Now we get our turn.
• The interesting thing about the card we picked up earlier was that it was diamond shaped. To
our troll, this seems like it could be used like a sharp rock.

• We spend one of our actions to move to the bottom row.

• We spend our other action hurling the sharp rock (four of diamonds) at the two of diamonds,
knocking it unconscious.
• The two of diamonds flips back over, dormant. The four of diamonds that we threw, however,
goes into the corresponding stack to the left.

• A card went into the stacks at the left, so we have to roll the die.
• We roll the die and get a three, so we wake up the brick in the third slot of the bridge.

• We spend one of our actions moving to the right to get close to the awakened brick.

• We spend our other action to pick up the awakened brick. We can use this later.

• Our turn is over, so we draw a card from the draw deck, a six of hearts. We place the six to the
left of the top row.
• We roll the die and get a four. The brick in the fourth slot wakes up.

• We spend one action moving to the right to get next to the awakened card.

• A spade shaped rock looks an awful lot like a shovel. Our troll uses it to flip up the ace of
hearts. The ace of hearts is now dormant and being carried. We could set it down somewhere.
• We spent the spade shaped rock, so it goes into the corresponding stack at the left.

• We rolled the die and get a four.
• The top brick in the fourth slot tries to awaken, but HEY! We’re standing here! Our troll
immediately stomps it flat. That turn was uneventful.

• We draw a card from the draw pile, a three of clubs. We put it to the left of the bottom row.

• We roll the die and get a five. We wake up the brick in the fifth slot.
• We use one action to go stand on the brick.

• We spend our other action stomping the brick into submission. I really should have taken
another action here, but it’s late and I forgot.

• We draw a card from the draw pile, a four of clubs.
• We roll the die and get a two, so the second brick wakes up.

• We spend both of our actions moving towards the awakened brick, but we can’t quite reach it in
time.

• Our turn is over, and there are awakened bricks to move. The five of hearts moves a step
towards the exit.
• Hmm, a whole. I troll does happen to be carrying a dormant brick...

• We flip over the next card from the draw pile, a seven of diamonds. That goes next to the top
row.
• We roll a two, so the brick in the second place wakes up.

• We’re carrying this handy dormant brick that just happens to fit this hole, so we spend an action
and set it down. No more hole! I really should have taken another action here, but again... it’s
late.

• Now the awakened cards flee from our troll. The five of hearts makes it to the exit, and the kind
of hearts moves one step closer.

• And what do we do when a card enters the stack at the left? We roll the die, and get a four. The
brick in the fourth spot pops up, ready to run.

• We’re not letting this one get away, though. It’s a club. A club! You understanding my
trollish? CLUB! And it’s not just any club, it’s one big club.
• We spend an action moving next to the ace of clubs and another action picking it up.

• The awakened king of hearts now flees, so we place it in its stack, roll a three, and wake up the
third brick.

• Let’s use this club! We take a step closer, because clubbing must be done up close a personal.

• We spend our other action clubbing (and laughing) until the brick lays down to take a nap. Ha!
Notice that we didn’t lose our club, either! That’s because it is THE club. Any other club
would have broken (and been put in the left stacks) just like any other toy, but this piece of
lovely... it’s perfect. It's the only one of its kind. You won't ever let it go! You can't ever pick
up anything else, but who cares?!?
• Now it's your turn.
• Setup the bridge like so:

• Left to right, the rows should contain 5, 3, 2, 2, 3, and 5 cards.
• Place the remaining cards to the left as a draw deck.
• Flip up the first card and place it to the left of the bottom row.
• Try to go through ten turns. Remember these abbreviated rules:
• Flip up a card, roll the die, wake up a card.
• Take two actions (move, pick something up, use something you're carrying, or stomp on
a brick you're standing on).
• All awakened bricks move one space left or right away from the player.
• Any time a card goes into one of the left stacks, you start a new turn.
• Cards have the following properties concerning use:
• Diamonds can be thrown to knock out awakened bricks.
• Spades can be used to flip awakened bricks into your hands, now dormant. A
dormant brick can be laid down somewhere.
• Clubs can be used to bash an adjacent awakened bricks.
• Hearts... a troll can't have a heart. It's a troll tradition.

